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WEB APPLICATION SECURITY
FOR HEALTHCARE
Attack Surface Analysis and Benchmark for
Top Pharma and Healthcare Organizations

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

COVID-19 has put the healthcare industry under exponential strain. Unfortunately, on top of saving lives and vaccine
roll outs, they are now also under attack by cybercriminals looking to exploit the often outdated and complex IT
systems for a quick profit. This is especially critical as we see a surge in ransomware attacks on healthcare
organizations. This study examines the unique vulnerabilities of healthcare applications, highlighting how the
pandemic has exacerbated cyber risk and presents practical recommendations for mitigation.
Using our external attack surface management tool, we are able to discover the entire digital footprint (known and
unknown web services) of the Top 20 Healthcare organizations in the US and EU and identify where potential
security weaknesses and vulnerabilities exist. Many of the attack vectors identified are easily fixable and could make
a big difference to reducing the risk of cyber-attacks and protecting critical patient information, intellectual property
for new drugs and vaccines.
Key report findings:

•

US healthcare organizations have a larger
attack surface with an average risk exposure
score of 40.5 (out of 58.24) vs an average score
of 32.79 for EU healthcare

•

Degree of Distribution (78.96), Page Creation
Method (73.8) and Active Content (72.7) are the
top 3 attack vectors identified across US and EU
healthcare organizations.

•

US healthcare organizations run a total of 6,069
web applications over 2,197 domains with 3% of
them considered as suspect (e.g. test
environment) and 1,441 apps (23.74%) running on
old components containing known
vulnerabilities

•

Highest average attack surface score across top
20 EU and US healthcare organizations is 56.56
out of 58.24

•

More than 200+ EU healthcare applications have
unencrypted login forms

EU healthcare organizations run a whopping
20,394 web applications over 9,216 domains
(highest across Retail, Credit Unions and
Insurance) with 3.3% considered as suspect (e.g.
test environment) and 3,738 apps (18.3%) are
running on old components containing known
vulnerabilities

•

85% of the top 20 pharma and healthcare
applications studied are ‘critically exposed’ scoring above 30, indicating a high susceptibility
for security and vulnerability exposure

•

*90% for US healthcare applications and 80% for
EU pharma applications

•

With many being ill informed about how many publicly exposed web apps are out there for hackers to find, our
attack surface analysis will help organizations to detect these assets and application vulnerabilities more efficiently,
including key security indicators like suspicious, clear forms or default page applications which aren’t required and
how addressing these will boost security hygiene. For the business-critical applications, continuous attack surface
management provides visibility of the ongoing security vulnerabilities in DevOps, to prioritize patching and better
understand how vulnerabilities can be avoided in the development cycle in the future. See detailed methodology
on page 10.
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RANSOMWARE THREAT THRIVING IN
HEALTHCARE SETTING
We’ve seen in recent security industry news the alarming trend that in 2021 the healthcare sector and 67%
healthcare delivery organizations (HDOs) are being targeted by hackers with a third experiencing two or more
cyber-attacks. Therefore, it’s never been more important for healthcare organizations to get to grips with their
digital footprint and internet facing ecosystem by utilizing external attack surface management tools.
This is largely due to healthcare and pharma organizations having larger targets on their back - described as ‘big
game hunting’ in the hacker community as they hold a host of extremely valuable patient data, Intellectual
Property including valuable research. Double extortion is another ransomware innovation, popularized in 2019. In
these cases, ransomware gangs both steal and encrypt data at the compromised entity. Should the victim decline
to pay the ransom, the attackers threaten to publish the stolen information publicly on the Dark Web, thereby
upping the ante for their victims. As an example, this is what happened to ExecuPharm in March 2020 following an
attack by TA505 that utilized Clop ransomware and demonstrates how ransomware can have a devastating
impact on patients.
To help healthcare organizations to mitigate against ransomware risks, we used our multi-layered attack surface
discovery model to understand what’s at stake. We found US healthcare organizations to have a larger attack surface
with an average risk exposure score of 40.59 vs 32.79 for EU healthcare organizations, out of 58.24. This is a worrying
trend, as we all know the larger the attack surface, the more likely it is for hackers to find and exploit vulnerabilities.

58.2

41

58.2

33

If healthcare organizations are to reduce the risk of a ransomware hits, they need to look closely at their internet
facing assets, to ensure continuous visibility of their digital footprint, including known and unknown web applications
which weren’t taken down.
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Our study discovered an extremely high volume of Internet facing applications for EU healthcare organizations at
20,394 applications vs US healthcare applications at 6,069, which increases the likelihood of vulnerability
exposure for hackers to exploit - a significantly higher number compared to our similar research for Retail (1,656),
Credit Unions (1,224) and Insurers (7,611) apps. Having thousands of applications on the Internet to protect,
especially those containing potential vulnerabilities dramatically increases the attack surface for healthcare
organizations. With the use of EASM, organizations can identify and locate vulnerable applications to prevent risk
of data breach. With the introduction of regular penetration testing and continuous vulnerability assessments,
ensuring backdoors are closed ensuring the development process is secure and robust going forwards.
Therefore, its essential for healthcare security teams to get a handle on their application security to reduce the
risk of ransomware and other malware from both known and unknown applications. With security resources
feeling the strain and having a multitude of elements to manage including hybrid working from the pandemic, its
challenging to identify all web services on the Internet containing old components. We identified 19.5% of all US
and EU applications analyzed use old components, increasing the security exposure from known vulnerabilities
which has a knock on effect on security hygiene.

US Healthcare

EU Healthcare

Publicly exposed applications

Publicly exposed applications

6,069

20,394

Running old components
24%

Running old components
18%

Suspected domains

Suspected domains

3%

3%

Overall, we found EU healthcare applications more up to date than US Healthcare organizations however the
number of live applications was 236% higher. This reveals the different weaknesses in their attack surface - with EU
organizations having a much larger attack surface, possibly a result of shadow IT; and US organizations being more
at risk of potential exploits from vulnerable software components.
This problem is not new. A recent survey revealed that 57% of pharma and healthcare organizations had experienced
at least one data breach where access was gained by exploiting known vulnerabilities that were left unpatched.
With a plethora of vulnerabilities due to the digital sprawl from legacy systems and shadow IT, it’s more important
than ever for busy security teams to take a risk based approach to reduce their attack surface.
Companies should take an unbiased inventory of their sprawling assets and vulnerabilities and leverage Threat
Intelligence to prioritize their patching operations, ensuring high risk exposure in their critical business systems or
applications are dealt with first, by focusing resources on the right things.
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WHAT LIES BENEATH THE PHARMA AND
HEALTHCARE ATTACK SURFACE
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, more healthcare and pharma businesses have switched to remote working. This
unexpected rise has stretched the resources of security and DevOps as they worked to set up remote infrastructure
under tight schedules and moved away from their day-to-day security tasks - prioritizing IT availability elsewhere
over security and possibly leaving systems exposed on the Internet. This is something that opportunistic attackers,
advanced and not-so-advanced, will certainly check while preparing an attack.

Highest vs Lowest Attack Surface Score for EU and US Healthcare Organizations
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In our research, we detected one healthcare organization received the highest attack surface score of 56.6 out of
58.24 contributing to the higher overall average attack surface score across the US healthcare organizations of 40.5.
Compared to the organization with the lowest attack surface exposure score of 24.5 out of 58.24, significantly
reducing their risk exposure compared to the highest scorer and demonstrates a large discrepancy across the
sector with varying levels of security hygiene.
So, what can healthcare security professionals learn from this? Our risk score is calculated by evaluating the top healthcare
web applications against the seven most common attack vectors that hackers would use during reconnaissance.

1. Security mechanism
2. Page creation method
3. Degree of distribution
4. Authentication
5. Input vectors
6. Active contents
7. Cookies
Hackers are masters of reconnaissance and will go to great lengths to identify a target by looking at how many pages
there are per application and if there is outdated software in the architecture, what CMS its running on and associated
vulnerabilities it’s built on. All these combined elements pose a serious threat if managed incorrectly and it only takes
one vulnerability to give them a foothold into your system and create catastrophic downtime and potential data breach
of patient information leading to regulatory fines including GDPR in the EU, CCPA and HIPAA - the biggest healthcare
compliance standard in the US.
Therefore, its crucial to use an attack surface discovery tool like Scout to pinpoint your weakest areas and apply the
right security controls in the right places for maximum protection and evidently why Gartner has identified External
Attack Surface Management (EASM) as an emerging product set as ‘the process of mapping and managing your
entire external perimeter’ and a crucial emerging technology trend in 2021.
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Top 3 Attack Vectors and Risk Areas
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From our healthcare research we can see degree of distribution comes out on top with an average risk exposure score
across the US and EU at 79, page creation method is close behind with an aggregated score of 74 with the top 10 US
organizations scoring the maximum 100/100 for this attack vector and active content is in third place with 73. Another
contributing factor identified is the high number of apps carrying unencrypted forms (20 per company on average).
Increasing the security exposure as information within the application isn’t sufficiently secured during transit and the
likelihood for unauthorized access grows and provides another means for hackers to gain access to the company’s server.
In this attack surface spider map for the top US & EU healthcare organizations you can see the average weightings of
the top attack vectors from our research, enabling security professionals to better understand where a hacker can
find the open pathways and ensuring you have the right security defenses and budgets assigned.

Top 20 US and EU Attack Surface Spider Map
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1. Degree of distribution (DOD)
A higher number of degree of distribution i.e. pages and domains contributes to this
higher attack surface score and why it’s in first position and the overall highest across
the 7 common attack vectors. With an average score across EU and US healthcare
organizations of 79 out of 100 – with 16 out of the 20 healthcare organizations scoring
>85 out of 100 and two scoring the maximum of 100/100 making them at very high
risk of attack. This average attack surface score for the DoD attack vector is higher
than our previous research for online retailers at 81 and insurers 77.7. Where high DoD
exists the web application is bigger because of the number of pages and includes
links to other subdomains. It’s important to address this from EASM and secure these
apps by discovering critical vulnerabilities that certified hackers can locate and gain
access into networks and systems.

2. Page creation method (PCM)
This average attack surface score could’ve been much higher if we looked just at the
US healthcare organizations with 10/10 organizations scoring the maximum 100 out of
100 - a concerning security finding from our EASM analysis. The EU organizations
fared better with an average score of 47.6 bringing the average score for the US and
EU healthcare organizations down to 74. Whilst insurers are in first place for the PCM
attack vector scoring an average of 77.7 and Credit Unions third place with 22.1. By
scanning these domains, we were able to identify pages developed with insecure
code and for potential vulnerabilities to exist. It’s important to follow a DevSecOps
process as part of your SDLC, ensuring applications are tested continuously in an
automated fashion from development through to production.

3. Active content (ACT)
In third position, we have seen more websites with high active content risk scores
(65% of applications scoring >80 out of 100). This demonstrates the number of apps
developed in this way which increases the attack surface and could be linked to the
number of healthcare products being on offer online. In the EU we found on the
whole more modern technologies are being used compared to the US with 90%
scoring >80 out of 100 for this attack vector compared to an average attack surface
score of 66.5 for the EU apps analyzed. Where more active contents exist this
increases the risk of malicious scripts being inputted, which can lead to Magecart
attacks and credit card skimming.
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OTHER COMMON ATTACK VECTORS
AFFECTING HEALTHCARE
Security Mechanism is the next biggest attack vector effecting EU healthcare organizations with an attack surface
score of 44.3. This lack of security mechanism poses a risk to the user as the level of encryption won’t prevent hackers
from accessing the data. We found a total of 424 applications using HTTP websites with login forms without password
encryption and the risk of this transmitting data in clear text through the company network. Allowing hackers to easily
spot and pick up user data to be shared on the dark web in exchange for economical gain from ransomware.
Another problem is using vulnerable and outdated components with known vulnerabilties – a common application
secrurity issue that OWASP has continued to highlight in the OWASP Top 10, moving it up from A9 to A6 in 2021. Old
components within healthcare applications accounted for almost 20% which means on average there are 259
vulnerable components in use per healthcare company! Applications carrying outdated components are likely to be
more vulnerable. Providing hackers with an opportunity to exploit a vulnerability and install a bot to the website. Any
visitor accessing the website could get that bot and then bad actors will perform a ransomware attack for all visitors’
PC’s compromised with this bot as a result of old web app components.

56

Top 10 US Healthcare
Worst performers for the cookies attack
vector with the fourth highest average
risk score with 4 companies scoring the
maximum 100/100

Other common security issues detected include cookies, which benefit both the customer experience and creates
added verification for businesses. They are essential for real-time application security and something we’re all used
to seeing. Cookies monitor session activity and ensure anyone who sends requests to your website is allowed to do
so and keeps them away from unauthorized areas. We found 4 out of 10 US healthcare organizations scored the
maximum 100/100 meaning the US cookies attack vector is in 4th position.
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MEETING THE HEALTHCARE APPLICATION
SECURITY CHALLENGE
Our research shows the complexity of modern-day healthcare applications and the vast volume on the Internet.
EASM solutions demonstrate how this footprint (of known and unknown assets) can have a huge and detrimental
impact on the attack surface and overall security hygiene. For those applications that are located and required for
business reasons, its important to map any potential vulnerabilities and prioritize remediation. Proving the
importance of implementing an EASM approach to effectively identify your attack surface and how this translates
into effort and budget spent to reduce application risk.

Best practice for securing your web applications
The demand for healthcare organizations to demonstrate their products online and to enhance the wellbeing of
society means application security must be continuous and effective. Outpost24’s Application Security Program
(ASP) is designed to help customers take a proactive view of their internet facing applications with a risk-based
approach through continuous Discovery, Scoring, Alignment, Onboarding & Assessment and Reporting for successful
integration with their application development workflow to fit business needs and risk criticality levels.
Discovery. Helping organizations uncover
what applications they own that are
externally accessible and visible to threat
actors.
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Onboarding & Assessment. Systematically
onboard critical applications for either as a
one-off assessment (e.g. manual testing), or
continuous monitoring (DAST).
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application development lifecycle and zoom
in on high-risk areas for further investigation.
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Scoring. Provide an attack surface score for
each of the discovered applications against
the 7 most common attack vectors.
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Reporting. Regular reports and analysis
guiding organizations on the steps and
activities they need to take to reduce their
attack surface on an ongoing basis.

This best practice process will help organizations create an application repository CMDB, gathering the pertinent
information for each application, along with the attack surface score and other information from the discovery, scoring
and assessment phases of the program to ensure you have visibility of your entire digital facing ecosystem.
It’s a constant game of cat and mouse and in the fight against cyber threats, using this data and intelligence to better
understand risks for effective remediation strategy. This has never been more important for the security hygiene of the
business as the attack surface increases and the digital footprint grows, demonstrating the importance of attack
surface discovery and continuous application security testing.

Find out more
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METHODOLOGY FOR WEB APPLICATION
DISCOVERY AND ATTACK SURFACE ANALYSIS
We help businesses to discover suspected web applications based on the common seven web attack vectors and
providing a risk exposure score to guide their remediation effort and improve security hygiene. Outpost24 Scout, a web
application discovery and external attack surface management (EASM) tool, uses the following set of processes and
techniques to simulate a web application reconnaissance mission just like a bad actor would. Starting with information
gathering to discover the potential weakness and entry points.

The 7 Steps during RECONNAISSANCE
R1: Gather information
R2: Determine the range (domain)
R3: Identify active web applications
R4: Discover open doors and entry points (7 vectors)
R5: Fingerprint the web app (score)
R6: Uncover components behind those doors (components detection)
R7: Map the apps (crawl)

Outpost24 uses multiple discovery techniques to assess a Web Application against seven (7) vectors by crawling
publicly available domains and application components to determine the attack surface with a spider chart and risk
rating (1 to 58.24).

•

V1: Security Mechanisms (SM) - How the traffic
between users and the application is secured i.e is
there authentication in place?

•

V2: Page Creation Method (PCM) - This depends on
the code the web app has been developed in.
Developing websites with insecure code or outdated
versions increases the risk of potential vulnerabilities.

•

V3: Degree of Distribution (DOD) - The more pages
you have, the more risks there are, all pages must be
identified, and vulnerabilities uncovered at all levels.

•

V4: Authentication (AUTH) - This is the process of
verifying the identity of an individual accessing your
application. Access to certain actions or pages can be
restricted using user levels set up by the
administrator and critical to keeping the bad guys out.

•

V5: Input Vectors (IV) - The attack surface
increases with the number of different input
fields you have on a web application which
can lead to a range of XSS attack.

•

V6: Active Content (ACT) - When an
application runs scripts the content
becomes active and depending on the way
those scripts have been implemented, the
attack surface could increase if a website
has been developed using several active
content technologies.

•

V7: Cookies (CS) - Cookies are essential for
real time application security, by monitoring
session activity and ensuring anyone who
sends requests to your website are allowed
access and keep hackers away from
unauthorized areas.

This level of in-depth discovery and analysis will quickly demonstrate whether the application is weak and hardened
and could pose a significant threat to your security hygiene. When we look at the overall attack surface for
healthcare organizations using Scout, this provides a good indication and spotlight on applications which carry
vulnerabilities and may no longer be required to guide the necessary action for security leaders and reduces
security exposure. More info can be found here.
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Top healthcare organizations analyzed based in the EU Pharma 50: The 50 largest
pharmaceutical companies and in the US Top 100 largest hospitals and health systems in
the US 2020

1. AstraZeneca

1. Ascension

2. GSK

2. CommonSpirit Health

3. Merck

3. Community Health Systems

4. Novartis

4. HCA Healthcare

5. Novo Nordisk

5. LifePoint Health

6. Roche

6. Providence

7. Sanofi

7. Tenet Healthcare

8. Bayer

8. Trinity Health

9. Boehringer Ingelheim

9. Veteran’s Health Administration

10. UCB

10. Vibra Healthcare
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ABOUT US AND CONCLUSION
With healthcare organizations being under the microscope and the critical nature of the services they provide to
society, it’s a challenge for security teams to keep on top of everything as they feel the resources strain and why
hackers have them in their sites. We focused on this sector in our latest research to help them to better understand
how their attack surface could have a detrimental impact on their operations with threats coming through their web
services, which is difficult to control from a security perspective due to the sheer volume we discovered and the
likelihood for vulnerabilities to exist. This increased exposure to bad actors will impact the overall security hygiene
of the business and could lead to a devasting cyber-attack. With hackers looking to steal valuable information and
IP with the least effort.
With ransomware attacks on the rise it’s important for healthcare businesses to utilize external attack surface
management (EASM) tools to help them discover where they may be exposed by public facing apps and mitigate
the risk from vulnerabilities hackers are looking to exploit. As shown in this report our Scout tool uses in-depth,
multiple discovery techniques used by hackers during reconnaissance to provide the most accurate risk score of
US and EU pharma and healthcare web apps taking away the guess work of assessing your entire application
landscape which is an impossible task due to the sheer volume of known and unknown apps out there.
This review allows security teams more direction on prioritizing patching rather than basing this on assumptions,
ensuring they can address imminent critical security flaws more effectively. If you are just starting your EASM journey
it’s a useful exercise to start by discovering your digital ecosystem and enabling you to see what’s out there. Utilizing
the discovery techniques used by hackers themselves to scan and dive deeper into the application layers to find
potential vulnerabilities. Providing a complete picture of your application security to drive your cyber security
strategy ensuring hackers eyes are off you.

Request your FREE web app assessment
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